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Cleanin’ up with russ
Well here we are in February and hopefully on
the tail end of winter. Despite all of the snow, we
have been keeping busy cleaning carpet, doing
repairs, and drying out water damages. There
are a few changes on the horizon at Craftsmen
that we wanted to let you know about.

First and foremost, we will be moving our office
and shop at the end of the month. We are
moving just a short distance away to 501 Bell
Ave. We will have a little less square footage but
I think the layout of the shop and amenities will
actually help work flow a little more smoothly.
We will be at our current location until the end of
February and then you will need to go to our new
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Testimonials

If our carpet could have cheered, it
would have - loudly!  Thanks so

much for improving our lives!
~Rebecca Reisinger of Ames

Very accommodating in getting
carpets cleaned on date that worked

for me.
job always done.  Carpets look like

new! ~Ann Novey of Ames

I definitely would suggest you to
friends! ~Trish Strah of Ames
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location to drop off and pick up rugs. We’ll
publish a map in our March newsletter so you’ll
know exactly where to go.

Secondly, I wanted to remind everyone that
 this spring. Your

vacuum really can
 and our tune up

service can make a big difference. We’ll change
the belt, clean the filters, and make sure there are
no obstructions in the tubes. We’ll also let you
you know if there are any other repairs necessary.
This service will run $39.00 + tax for the basic
service. If there are any other repairs necessary I
can give you a quote for those too. Please have
your vacuum make and model available when
you call to schedule this service.

Finally,
 This is a commercial

grade vacuum that I have been using for the past
six years. They hold up great for my day to day
vacuuming on the truck so for home use

 The performance is
unmatched in my opinion as I frequently fill the
dirt cup even after the homeowner has already
vacuumed right before I arrived. We will be
selling these vacuums for $289.00 + tax. Look
for more details in next month’s newsletter.

Speaking of vacuuming, winter is a time when
you will want to

 All of the sand and dirt that we track in
during the icy weather can really scratch, abrade,
and grind away your carpet fibers. More frequent
vacuuming will help to remove these particles
from your carpet, thus extending the life of your
investment. And if you want a complete flush of
this particulate soil, just give us a call to schedule
a thorough cleaning.

Until next month,

Russ

From Heather’s desk

Craftsmen Carpet Care,  Ames:  (515) 708-4575  DSM: (515) 783-3072   www.craftsmencarpetcare.com

Why do you need ActivePure?
Because 80% of colds and flu are caused by contact to

 germs on surfaces*

(source: WebMD)

Coughs, Colds, Runny Noses, Sore Throats…Give This A Try!

This is what I make for my family and friends when they are not well.  It really does
work!  Garlic is nature's wonder drug. It has powerful antibiotic, antiviral and anti-
fungal characteristics.

Garlic Lemonade
3 medium-sized garlic cloves, chopped (blogger's note: instead of chopping, I pounded
the garlic in a mortar and pestle)
Juice of 1 lemon
Maple syrup or honey to taste. (I prefer Maple Syrup.  You have to use the REAL stuff –
NO pancake syrup!)

Place the garlic in a 1-quart jar and fill the jar with boiling water. Let the garlic steep for
20 minutes and then strain it out. Add the lemon juice and sweeten with the maple
syrup or honey.

Give 1/2 to 2 cups daily, the lower dose to prevent illness and for younger children and
the greater quantity for older kids and adults who feel like they are coming down with
a cold.

Don't give the lemonade every day; just use it periodically as needed.

Recipe from Vaccinations: A Thoughtful Parent's Guide: How to Make Safe, Sensible Decisions about
the Risks, Benefits, and Alternatives, by Aviva Jill Romm:

Bring your Rugs into Rug Rehab for Expert,
Professional cleaning.  Use our Guaranteed Rug
Protector and if you have a spot or spill you can’t
get out within 6 months, call us and we will re-

clean it for . Call for details!

Minimum charges apply. Discount is prorated to minimum.  MUST mention this coupon to get
the discount.  35% off Offer for Previous Customers only. Offer expires 2/26/10.

From the Heart Sale
We LOVE our Customers!  To show our appreciation, we

have a HUGE offer for February!

This month only,
get 35% off Any Services!

Carpet Cleaning - Maxim Advanced Protector -
Upholstery Cleaning - Tile & Grout Cleaning -

Repairs - Re-stretching



Client of the Month

Each month we choose a very special Client of the
Month. It’s our way of acknowledging good friends and

 and our business
with referrals, word of mouth and repeat business.  Keep
talking about us and you might be our next Client of the

Month!

Our client of the month...

5 Sayings Most People Get Wrong
submitted by ConnectingSingles.com category: Language

Thank you for Your Support

515.708.4575

$349

There are five sayings that too many people are guilty of misquoting. Some of these sayings are said incorrectly so frequently that the wrong

versions are gaining more popularity and acceptance than the originals. While language is a changing and evolving thing, unfortunately many

of the new versions make little sense. It's a good idea to know the correct ones, so that you aren't caught unprepared in an embarrassing,

misquoting situation. So whether you use them, share them, or entirely disregard them, knowing the true sayings never hurt anyone.

I could care less
The first saying on the list is "I could care less." While there are probably a million things you could care less about, the actual saying goes "I
couldn't care less." Though the difference in structure is minute, the difference in meaning is vast. There is the possibility of a

miscommunication with this one, but more importantly the first just doesn't make sense in the context it's said. You say "I couldn't care less"

to imply that the situation is something to which you are thoroughly indifferent. The misquotation intimates quite the opposite.

one in the same
The second offender is saying something is "one in the same" when you actually mean that it's "one and the same." This one is a little

confusing. Unlike the first, this faux saying doesn't mean anything at all. What on earth does it mean to be "one in the same?" Perhaps people

are attempting to imply that something is a small part of the same whole, but the world will be a happier place if people agree that something

is "one and the same" as something else.

nip it in the butt
The third saying is the ever-present "nip it in the butt." Now, obviously biting someone in the posterior would probably halt unwanted

behavior, but the actual saying is "nip it in the bud." Nipping something while it's a bud means that it cannot grow into something more

offensive. You cut the annoyance before it develops into a much larger problem. Unless you actually want to find the butt of a problem and

bite it, perhaps it's a good idea to start saying "bud." Furthermore, it's just more polite to refrain from talking about behinds!

with all intensive purposes
The fourth problem quotations is "with all intensive purposes." The problem with this saying, although it might be possible to have intensive

purposes, is that the actual saying is "with all intents and purposes." Granted, intents and purposes are really the same thing and may sound

a bit redundant, but intensive purposes is just plain incorrect. Fortunately, if you say the false rendition quickly enough, there are few people

who are likely to notice your gaffe. Whether or not your purposes are intensive, it's best to remember the correct version.

you've got another thing coming
The fifth, and most common, misquoted saying is "you've got another thing coming." You've probably never even heard the correct version,

but it's "you've got another think coming." If you feel like impressing friends, coworkers, or stranger with your knowledge, feel free to point

out to them the entire sayings goes "if that's what you think, you've got another think coming." The true saying really only makes sense in it's

entirety. For this reason, many have proposed that the off-shoot "you've got another thing coming," be recognized as a valid saying in it's own

right. People may look at you strangely for using the true saying.

So there you have it. Five sayings have now been clarified, so do with them what you will. You can now go out into the world proclaiming the

true statements, secure in your knowledge that the correct words are spilling from your lips. And if someone thinks to correct your strange

words, you can proudly point out their own misinformation. So loudly declare that someone has "another think coming" or that you "couldn't

care less." Spread your knowledge wisely and use your powers for good.



Craftsmen Carpet care
615 South Dayton, Ste 101
Ames, IA 50010

Referral Rewards
We want more clients like you!  When you refer us to your friends
and neighbors, you are giving them a gift of 150 sq ft of Carpet

Cleaning Free!  But did you know you get something too?

When your friend uses one of our services, you get a
certificate for 10% of their sale, up to $20.  You can then use

that certificate towards your next cleaning.
Refer all of your friends and rack up the savings!

Can your fine area rugs last a lifetime?  Vacuuming
alone never removes all the dry soil.  But now, you’ll
have a soil-free rug with the new Rugbadger tool
that gently vibrates all soil from your rug backing.
 Once your rug is thoroughly free of dry soil,
the cleaning process is twice as effective.  Next, your
rug is safely cleaned by a trained professional who
is experienced in all rug cleaning methods.  He can
even take care of rugs with the worst pet odor
problems.

off at our rug cleaning studio at

 We’re experienced with all types of wool,
cotton, and silk rugs.

Current Resident Or:

To receive our Newsletter as
our E-Newsletter version by

email, go to
www.CraftsmenCarpetCare.com
and find the E-Newsletter sign
up on the Home Page. You can
also view our past Newsletters

while you are there.

 Not valid with any other offers. Free Pick Up & Delivery valid for Ames Residents only.
Outside of Ames Pick-Up & Delivery is half price. Must Mention this Ad.  Second rug is

smallest and/or least cleaning value.  Offer expires 2/26/10

FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY IN FEBRUARY!

Fall in Love with your
Rugs Again!

Are your rugs dull,
dingy, matted and

stained?

Let Russ restore them
to their bright, fluffy,
soft, like new feeling.


